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A HALLMARK OF ROMANIAN ART
THE ORTHODOX CATHEDRAL IN TURDA
Abstract: This article aims to analyse several landmarks pertaining to the construction of the cathedral
in Turda, built between 1930-1937. This project was part of an overall plan developed by the Ministry
of Religious Denominations and the Arts led by the historian Alexandru Lapedatu, aiming to build
churches for the Romanian communities in Transylvania, in the aftermath of the Great Union of 1918.
The creation of the architect Ioan Trajenescu, the cathedral was consecrated on 3 November 1937, in
the presence of Bishops Lucian Triteanu and Nicolae Ivan, Minister Alexandru Lapedatu, the elites, the
notables and the public of Turda. It was painted by Paul Molda, a very prestigious artist who was on
friendly terms with the architect Trajanescu. Their collaboration led to the erection of a splendid modern
building, evincing the spirit of the Byzantine tradition.
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The fourth decade of the twentieth century was marked by constructive
effervescence, full of achievements in the sphere of architecture and the arts.
Ecclesiastical architecture, in particular, was encouraged by stately buildings that the
communities supported and that the central authorities encouraged systematically. In
the 1930s, Romania’s cities received, in most of the historical provinces,
representative cathedrals. Transylvania and Banat enjoyed such projects, churches
designed by the foremost architects and adorned by outstanding artists being erected
from Timişoara to Hunedoara, and from Orăştie to Turda. Conducted through the
Ministry of Religious Denominations and the Arts, this was a program deliberately
targeted at historical recovery, on behalf of the Romanian urban communities,
deprived, up until the Union of 1918, of the right to raise cathedrals in cities. The state
invested systematically in this deliberate program, initiated at the time of the first
ministry of the historian Alexandru Lapedatu,2 and the reign of King Carol II (19301940) was coeval with the period of a genuine cultural patronage.
Among the most important cathedrals erected in this decade was the one from
Turda.3 Begun in 1930, the construction was completed in 1937, when, on 3
November, the consecration ceremony took place in the presence of Bishops Lucian
Triteanu and Nicolae Ivan, Minister Alexandru Lapedatu, Royal Aide Teofil
Sidorovici, George Cipăianu and Valer Moldovan, Prefect Eugen Dunca, and Mayor
Genţiu. On that occasion, the town’s elite – Archpriest Cârnaţiu, Professors Mihail
Gazdac and Iuliu Corvin, the priests Biji, Pătăcean and Marinca – and high-ranking
guests attended the choral performance offered by the Theological Choir of Cluj and
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of the cathedral from Turda, the former being led by V. Peraşcu and that the hosts
being conducted by Professor Iaşinschi.
The priest Jovian Mureşanu was elevated to the rank of Archpriest Stavrofor
and decorated with the Patriarchal Cross, being pronounced, at the same time,
honorary citizen of the town. Bishop Triteanu synthesized, in his speech, the profound
significance of the cathedral’s foundation: “Our dream has come true. In
Transylvania’s squares, there rise, all around, towering Romanian churches and
cathedrals.”4
A pilgrimage to the tomb of Michael the Brave – announced by the newspaper
Universul as part of the antirevisionist actions – again occasioned speeches with
nationalist overtones, as well as the dissemination of the idea of a memorial dedicated
to the hero slain on Câmpia Turzii. While the architectural project belonged to a wellknown architect,5 the painting project was accomplished by an artist of great prestige.
Paul Molda6 impressed his contemporaries, retaining their attention both as an easel
painter and as a restorer of church paintings. In a personal exhibition at the Romanian
Athenaeum – in Exarcu Hall (10 February-6 March 1919), the artist presented 116
works, impressing Nicolae Iorga. The learned historian showed that the exhibited
works – including many representations of the mosaics of Ravenna and the painting
of the Palatine Chapel in Palermo – demonstrated “not only strenuous work, solid
technical knowledge and high elasticity of talent, but also – something that is
encountered in few of our young painters – a broad orientation in art and a vast
experience of nature, in which true art finds its inspiration.”7
The odds of fate would have Paul Molda paint at Turda too. On 8 September
1935, he signed a cooperation agreement with the local artist Carol Gross, in the
amount of 50,000 lei, the Turda-based artist receiving 40% of its value (15,000 lei
being paid to him on 20 September). On 5 February 1936, the Archpriest of Turda,
Jovian Mureşanu, addressed him the request to make the partial reception of the
works in summer, which actually occurred on 24 June, when, in the presence of the
beneficiary, the architect Trajanescu and the painter, they were delivered, as attested
by the minutes drafted at the scene of the place.8
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Molda’s ties with the architect Trajanescu were older. On an invitation
launched by the General Association of the Romanian Press on 25 October 1922, for
a ball with a raffle to be held on 27 January 1923, the architect made him the
following dedication: “to the suave painter Molda, who sees nature through a prism of
colours full of poetry and idealism. His good and devoted friend Trajanescu.”9
On 24 May 1936, a new contract stipulated that the artist should paint the icons
of the iconostasis, the altar vault and the arches of the nave and the narthex “in neoByzantine style,” in oil. The icons were to be painted on plywood, against a
background of genuine gold. The vault was to be painted in tempera, and the arches
and pillars in oil. Molda pledged to use only “first quality materials” and vouchsafed
that the “artistic quality of these paintings, in terms of composition, drawing and
colour,” would rise to “the height of the traditional paintings from the Romanian
historical churches.”10 The cost of the works: 85,000 lei for the iconostasis and the
altar vault and, respectively, 45,000 lei for the painting of the arches.
When, on 1 September 1937, D. Stănescu-Deteste signed in Progresul the
article “A round through the artists’ workshops,” praising the work of Paul Molda on
the whole as a “healthy and sustainable art,” he emphasised that “no painter has
surpassed Mr. Paul Molda in the strength of his expressiveness and in boldness.”11
Returning to the work in Turda, the same commentator stated that “every
fragment stands as testimony to a fortunate invention, every episode is attractive,
every type well-characterised.” He noted how “the tonal coloration contributes to
forming a vivid and comforting harmony, full of brilliance and freshness.”12 As of
now, the entire painting could be seen by the parishioners, by the people of Turda,
above all, who could admire its “firm, frank and outstanding execution (which) is
very well modulated in tones of blue and in the necessary light,” conveying “a
profoundly serious and religious sense.”13
The pictorial masterpiece from Turda pursued the artist and the newspapers and
magazines of his time reproduced it as a work of reference. The author himself gave it
imperishable outlines in his later drawings and paintings.14
The thresholds of a city cathedral are crossed by many people every day. How
many will have crossed the threshold of the cathedral in Turda? How many hopes
will they have put in the Lord’s word, which they listened to here? The special
atmosphere, the religious scenes and the saints on the walls, the doors of the altar, the
icons and the furniture, they have all brought and still bring consolation to our fellow
humans. They mattered and still matter to them and their thoughts. But all this is due
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to the devotion of a small number of people from Turda, who, in the 1930s, worked
so that the town would receive a house of the Lord that would reflect its historical
role. Some designed its layout, others gathered funds, while yet others walked the
roads to convince people of the need for a model institution. They all wanted a
famous architect and a renowned painter, to whom they could entrust this work. The
former designed a modern building, but the spirit of the Byzantine tradition, while the
latter decorated it in impressive artistic form.15
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Recently, the priest Dorin Sas has compiled the meritorious monograph Catedrala ortodoxă de la
Turda (The Orthodox Cathedral in Turda) (84 pages in manuscript), for which we give him our praise
and gratitude.
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